Haplotype-based analysis of selective sweeps in sheep.
Domestic animals represent an extremely useful model for linking genotypic and phenotypic variation. One approach involves identifying allele frequency differences between populations, using F(ST), to detect selective sweeps. While simple to calculate, FST may generate false positives due to aspects of population history. This prompted the development of hapFLK, a metric that measures haplotype differentiation while accounting for the genetic relationship between populations. The focus of this paper was to apply hapFLK in sheep with available SNP50 genotypes. The hapFLK approach identified a known selective sweep on chromosome 10 with high precision. Further, five regions were identified centered on genes with strong evidence for positive selection (COL1A2, NCAPG, LCORL, and RXFP2). Estimation of global F(ST) revealed many more genomic regions, providing empirical data in support of published simulation-based results concerning elevated type I error associated with F(ST) when it is being used to characterize sweep regions. The findings, while conducted using sheep SNP data, are likely to be applicable across those domestic animal species that have undergone artificial selection for desirable phenotypic traits.